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Dear customers, friends 
and employees of eyevis GmbH,

we often emphasize it with pride – eyevis is a swabian company! 
Not a few of our people even claim that this is one of the main 
factors for our success. You know: the much cited swabian virtues…
That there is much more to discover in the land of tinkers and 
inventors than the technical distinguished, is what we want to show 
in our new series Natural Wonders of the ‘Ländle’, stay excited.

Also starting in this edition: Our comic strip “eyevis off the hook” 
with funny – and sometimes gloating – small episodes that are more 
or less true about eyevis. 

Of course we also cover the latest developments in our array of 
products, interesting projects, we were – and still are – able to 
realize all over the world and the international exhibitions we were 
represented on. 

Always an important issue for us are the people that with their 
competency and passion contribute every day to eyevis’ status as 
a company that is appreciated and successful all over the world. 
Success and economic growth always bring forth spatial growth. 
You can gain an impression of that matter in our report about 
our new production hall near our headquarters.

A lot of fun and an exciting reading

Your Eric Hénique/Director Marketing and Int. Sales



             Under the Star(s) 
        The Mercedes-Benz        
                          Museum in Stuttgart

mobility. The many visitors of the 16.500m² 
sized museum especially appreciate the 
concept of the exhibition, resembling 
a journey through history. The history of the 
automobile in its diverse shapes, but also 
the history of worldwide events that not 
only accompanied the automobile, but in 
many cases influenced it effectively. 

The visit starts with an elevator ride to the 
top floor of the museum from which the 
visitor returns over two wide bends through 
the extensive collection to the starting 
point. 
The restaurant in the passage of the muse-
um offers culinary delights at top level with 
many regional specialities and the coffeebar 
invites visitors to take short breaks in 
between. 

n The Mercedes-Benz Museum docu-
ments the 125 year history of the auto-
mobile since its very first day. And yet 
the 160 vehicles and 1500 exhibits are 
not the only things worth seeing. 
The museum itself is an equally elegant 
as well as unique architectural master-
piece – a large eyevis video wall, which 
is included in the exhibition area 
“Faszination Technik” (Fascination 
Technology).

Everything about this building is extraordi-
nary: its structure on a basis of a double 
helix as well as the three loops, endlessly 
disemboguing in themselves and leading 
the visitor along a timeline from the inven-
tion of the automobile through the present 
up to prospects into the possible future of 

The museum is situated outside the gates of 
the Mercedes-Benz main factory in Stutt-
gart-Untertürkheim, conveniently accessible 
by car or public transportation. 

EYEVIS OFF THE HOOK

THE MERCEDES-BENZ MUSEUM

O PEN H O UR S

Tuesday to Sunday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

REG IS TR ATI O N, RE SERVATI O N AND INFO R M ATI O N

Daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

under +49(0) 711 173 00 00 or via e-mail

under classic@daimler.com

www.mercedes-benz-classic.com/museum

Wow, Max! Don’t  
you think you should see  

a doctor?

Why?  
I’m fine.

?

eyevis spaced out...

eyevis perfect visual solutions – more than meets the eye.

SIMPLY DRIVE THERE 03



NATURAL WONDERS OF THE ‘LÄNDLE’

From Waterfalls 
to the Underworld 
Baden-Württemberg and its natural wonders

PART 01
Part 02 in the next issue of the eyevision 



In the heart of the Black Forest, directly next 
to the Black Forest Railroad, lies the city of 
Triberg, that is, in addition to the Black 
Forest Museum that is well worth seeing, 
the Black Forest Ham and the highly appre-
ciated Cherry Schnaps, especially known for 
one thing: the Triberg Waterfalls. With their 
total drop height of 163 meters they are 
Germany’s highest waterfalls, according to 
the city of Triberg. However, they are in 
competition with the Todtnau Waterfalls 
which can officially be called the highest 
natural waterfalls in Germany. Both of them 
are however overtopped by far by the Röth-
bachfalls at Lake Königssee with 470 meters. 

Still the Triberg Waterfalls are hauntingly 
beautiful, as soon as the town center with 
its numerous souvenir shops and the even 
more numerous tourists from all over 
the world. Not without reason the waterfalls 
were named “Germany’s most beautiful 
natural wonder” by a magazine. Here, the 
Gutach River, that is fed by several smaller 
streams at the Schönwälder Plateau, drops 
over impressive, mighty granite slabs into 
the wooded valley basin that directly opens 
towards the Triberg town center. The so 
called Upper Falls drop over their three 
main slabs from 872 to 856 meters above 
sea level. Then there is a steep torrent sec-
tion and finally the seven steps of the Main 
Falls which add up to 230 meters and drop 
from 805 to 713 meters above sea level. 

Using well developed trails and two wood-
en bridges, that offer a spectacular view 
on the falls, visitors can explore the various 
drops on foot. The waterfalls are lighted 
until 10 p.m. which provides an even more 
impressive visual experience. Especially in 
winter when the waterfalls are frozen.

Formation in the Ice Ages

The basin of the Triberg Waterfalls is situated 
within several ice-age kar-shapes in the 
northeastern slope of the Schönwalder Pla-
teau. This steep slope belongs to a distinc-
tive, linear valley cut that is typical for disrup-
tion zones of faults. It runs transversely to the 
northeastern flow direction of the Gutach 
River and forms the Triberg Valley Basin at the 
intersection with the river, where on both 
sides of the Gutach River the Schonach River 
as 8 meter falls and the Prisenbach Stream 
with its small cascades drop into the basin as 
well. The current figures of the kar-shaped 
forms were probably shaped by the upper 
pleniglacial, while the lower valley slobs 
go back to the older, more distinctive glacia-
tions. The steepness of the Triberg Valley 
Basin is also caused by the Kesselberg Fault – 
a terrace that is 50 to 100 meters thick and 
crosses 1.5 kilometers below the waterfalls. 

Germany’s 
highest 
Waterfalls?

BLACK FOREST MUSEUM

1600 m² Exhibtion Area featuring plenty 

of topics and exhibits, partially functional 

for the visitors to try.

O PEN H O UR S

Daily 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

May through September: 10.a.m. to 6 p.m.

November 1st through Easter:

Monday Closing Day

www.schwarzwald.com/triberg
www.badenpage.de/ausflugsziele

n One could ask, why a series about 
sights of the – admittedly – really beau-
tiful and diverse countryside of Baden-
Württemberg should be presented in a 
company magazine that primarily focus-
es on high-tech. The answer is simple: 
This countryside is the home of eyevis 
and provides the breeding grounds that 
let our technological and economical 
success grow.

With this series we want to give our readers 
an understanding of the scenic diversity of 
the ‘Ländle’ with its unique natural wonders 
that were created by millions of years and 
encourage them to visit. The series starts off 
with two sights in Baden-Württemberg’s 
most famous natural landscapes, the Black 
Forest and the Swabian Alb, in which 
Reutlingen is situated, the city that is home 
of the eyevis headquarters. 

Breathtaking natural water performance 
during every season

Interesting detail on the brink: Triberg was the 
first city in Germany that had electric street 
lighting, for which the water power of the 
Gutach River was used. 
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EYEVIS PRODUCTS

n LEDs are getting more and more 
common as light source for projection 
systems. LED based projectors provide 
several decisive benefits compared to 
UHP lamp based systems and make LED 
based projection system a much more 
cost-effective solution. The longer lifetime 
is one of the major arguments for LEDs.

Comparing lifetimes of LEDs and UHP-Lamps, 
it becomes obvious pretty quickly that 
UHP-Lamps in a projection systems need to 
be replaced several times due to a decrease 
in brightness of the light bulb or their com-
plete failure, while an LED still works without 
problems and in best quality. LEDs show 
lower failure rates and a slower decrease of 
brightness in relation to their operation time. 

LED based projection systems provide the 
distinct advantage of reliability and long 
lifetime. 

With an average lifetime of 60,000 hours 
LEDs allow for long-lasting and reliable pro-
jection systems. This is to a particularly 
high degree true for LEDs that are used in all 
projectors or projection devices. 
The end of the lifetime of an LED is defined 
as a time when the lumen output of 50 % 
of the LEDs is less than 70 % of initial value, 
either by brightness degradation or cata-
strophic failure of the LED (L70D50 degrada-
tion DIN IEC/PAS 62 717). 
In other words, the predicted lifetimes com-
bine the failure rates of all known failure 
modes including gradual changes. A lifetime 
prediction is needed because the LED 
lifetime is too long for direct measurement. 
Standardized prediction methods and tests 
are applied to get reliable values. 

Based on the physical nature of LEDs the 
brightness of an LED is a function of the oper-
ating temperature: The cooler the LEDs, the 
brighter they are. The operating temperature 
does not only affect the brightness, it also 
strongly affects the lifetime.

The cooler, the brighter – and steadier

The cooler the LEDs are, the slower the 
brightness degrades. To follow the require-
ments of 70 % brightness after 60,000 hours, 
the operating temperature of red LEDs 
should be kept below 80 °C, below 130 °C 
for green LED and below 115 °C for blue 
LEDs). 

efficient
 effective

steady 
Lifetime 

expectancy 
of LEDs 

in projectors 



Based on the innovative and highly efficient 
cooling system of eyevis rear projection 
cubes, the operating temperature of red 
LEDs is kept in the range of 70 °C for normal 
environmental conditions (green LEDs = 
110 °C, blue LEDs = 80 °C). Therefore a longer 
lifetime than 60,000 hours can be assumed. 

The failure rate (frequency with which an 
LED fails) is a function of operating tempera-
ture as well. The cooler the LEDs are, the 
lower the failure rate. As described above, 
the eyevis LED cooling system meets 
this requirement. Eyevis LED based rear 
projection cubes with their heat pipe 
cooling system achieve temperatures that 
are far below limits that negatively affect 
their lifetime expectancy.

What does the operation temperature 
depend on?

Two main factors are responsible for the 
operation temperature. The power the LED 
is run with on one hand and the ambient 
temperature on the other. The LED Power is 
related to the configured LED intensity. In 
a multi-channel system, each module needs 
to be adjusted in color and brightness 
to get a homogenous image on the wall. 

This results in an average LED Power in the 
range of 85 %. For specific applications, the 
LED power can be adjusted to lower values. 
This ‘Low Power Operation Mode’ ends up 
with a lower power consumption of the 
cube itself but also with a lower LED operat-
ing temperature. Therefore a longer lifetime 
can be assumed. 

Eyevis was the first company to build LED 
illuminated rear projection systems in the 
market. After several years of development 
and testing, the first LED lit rear projection 
cube was introduced in February 2009 at 
the ISE in Amsterdam. Since Q2/2009 eyevis 
ships LED lit video wall systems in mass pro-
duction. Several of the first mass production 
cubes, built in May 2009, are still running 
in 24/7 operation in the eyevis development 
center with an operation time of 28,000 
hours without any failure. The brightness of 
these cubes is observed over time to
get reliable data about brightness degrada-
tion.

The measured values and the outlook for 
the next 30,000 hours fit well to the pre-
dicted values based on the manufacturer’s 
information. With more than 5000 installed 
LED rear projection systems within the 
first 3 years, eyevis has plenty of experience 
in LED-lit rear projection technology. 
Regarding the huge number of installations 
since middle of 2009, the experience we 
made confirm the expected values. 
For video walls configured to ‘Low Power 
Operation Mode’ a longer lifetime can 
be assumed.

Conclusion

The average lifetimes are predicted to be 
at most 60,000 hours under normal environ-
mental conditions. Failure rates and bright-
ness progressions are functions of the 
LED operating temperature. Based on the 
highly efficient cooling system, the operat-
ing temperature of the LEDs inside eyevis 
cube systems are lower than the limit 
for the 60.000 hours manufacturer lifetime 
prediction.
The operation temperature can additionally 
decreased by clever air conditioning 
which will again affect the expected life-
time positively.

In addition to that, running the cube system 
in ‘Low Power Operation Mode’ can again 
reduce the LED operating temperature 
which ensures another 15,000 to 30,000 
hours of operation of eyevis LED based rear 
projection cubes – depending on power 
regulation.

FOR LEDS USED BY EYEVIS 
THE FOLLOWING VALUES 
APPLY WORLDWIDE: 

4 million 
LEDs shipped and counting

100 million
hours of field usage

  4.5 million 

hours of accelerated aging tests

  80,000 hours
estimated average lifetime

If conference or surveillance – 
eyevis video walls provide fitting 
spaces everywhere

 eyevis LED Lifetime Expectancy 
 Technical Note 
  July 27, 2012 

 Eyevis GmbH www.eyevis.de 
 Page 6 of 10 Hundsschleestr. 23 info@eyevis.de 
 72766 Reutlingen Tel.: +49 7121 433 03-  0  72766 Reutlingen Tel.: +49 7121 433 03-  0 
 Germany Fax: +49 7121 433 03-22 

colour and brightness to get a homogenous image on the wall. 
This ends up with an average LED Power in the range of 85%. 
For specific applications, the LED power can be adjusted to 
lower values. This ‘Low Power Operation Mode’ ends up with a 
lower power consumption of the cube itself but also with a lower 
LED operating temperature. Therefore a longer lifetime can be 
assumed. 

Another important factor for the LED temperature is the ambient 
(room) temperature. Figure 5 shows the LED operating 
temperature in relation to the ambient temperature (air 
temperature inside the rear projection cube) at 100% LED power: 

 

Figure 5: Ambient and operating temperature 

The figure shows that the lower the ambient temperature, the 
cooler the LED temperature and therefore the higher the life 
expectancy. The figure also shows that the LED operating 
temperature is always below the temperature limits for 60,000 
hours lifetime expectancy (dashed lines). Therefore a longer 
lifetime can be assumed. 
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Control is everything 
The second generation eyevis 
Netpix 4800 Controller 

NPX-4800 2nd Generation 
back view



n The well-known network based eyevis 
Netpix Controller takes off. Since Septem-
ber the “new” second generation Netpix 
4800 is available. This article shows 
the novelties and changes in comparison 
to its predecessor.

Above all, the concept of the Controllers 
changed fundamentally and was readjusted 
completely. The hardware, however, was 
only revised slightly and updated.

The Hardware Changes

Due to the technical development of stan-
dard components like CPU, RAM and hard 
drive, the latest versions of those components 
are built into the new Netpix 4800. For the 
CPU, except for the higher Intel Smart Cache, 
no bigger changes were made. In terms of 
central memory, a single 4 GB DDR3 Module 
is built in instead of three 1 GB Modules 
like before. In this way the G2 is extendable 
more easily. 

The largest changes were implemented 
for the hard drive. Here eyevis does not like 
before rely on a classic Hard Disc Drives 
(HDD), but on a SDD, so called Solid State 
Discs. Those hard drives are equipped with a 
flash memory. In contrast to conventional 
drives they do not contain moving parts and 
through that are considerably more robust. 
Additionally their power consumption is 
significantly lower and they are considerably 
faster than conventional hard drives.

Like before the Netpix 4800 can also be 
equipped with HDDs.

The new Concept

There are not two versions, “redundant” and 
“not redundant” anymore, but only one 
version. This standard version can individually 
be combined with optional components. 
Thus, the controller can be customized more 
easily. In addition, an “upgrade on site” can 
be performed much easier, since the housings 
of the devices do not differ any more. The 
expansions are now equipped with a redun-
dant power pack. Since keyboard and mouse 
are needed rarely, they are only optionally 
available from now on – not only for an 
economic reason but also to save resources.

Optional Components

)  Second Power Supply as redundance  
for the CPU unit

)  A second or third SSD for a RAID 1 or RAID 5
)  A second CPU for more performance  

and memory expansion of 24 GB
)  Memory expansion in 4 GB steps or as  

3× 4 GB 12 GB Kit

GENERATION 1.0 GENERATION 2.0

CPU Intel Xeon E5506 2,13 GHz Intel Xeon E5606 2,13 Ghz

HDD WD VelociRaptor 150 GB Intel U520 120 GB SSD

RAM 3× 1 GB RAM 1× 4 GB DDR3 RAM 

Second Power Supply 
with Hot Swap function 
optionally available

2,5" SDD in a 
3,5" Hot Swap frame
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Evolution with 
Revolutionary 
Results  
The continuous 
development of the 
eyevis control 
software  

User Interface
The entire eyecon V5 user interface has been 
revised graphically in order to make it even 
easier to operate and configure. The software 
was designed with a so called “Ribbon” 
design and in this way is similar to the hand-
ling of conventional standard Windows 
programs. This allows for a similar “look & feel” 
for the users of the software. Features that 
provide a faster and easier editing were imple-
mented as well. The eyecon V5 for example 
makes it possible to control several video 
walls at once or to edit sources simultaneous-
ly. Also, the software comes with “Tab”- view 
that allows for quick switching of views. 
The setup program has been given a com-
pletely new interface as well. Configuration is 
now only executed in one software (eye-
Setup), no matter where the user accesses 
the network. It can be executed from 
any workstation and in this way is as simple 
as never before.

Now, nine months later and after many long-
term tests the software is released within 
the stipulated time schedule.

Special thanks go to the entire IT develop-
ment team which has been working on this 
development project with heart and soul over 
the last two years, mentions Mark Schmidt. 
After over a year of development eyevis intro-
duces a version that will initiate a new level 
of eyecon evolution.

EYECON V5 – 
THE NEXT GENERATION
 
What is new in the new Version?
eyecon V5 provides numerous innovations 
and improvements. The software was for 
the most part revised completely and adjust-
ed to the new network based streaming 
solutions. V5 in this way allows for an even 
more efficient operation and cooperation 
between single large scale video walls as well 
as of connected systems even across loca-
tions. This makes eyecon V5 the new standard 
of large scale video management.

n Software – if it is always supposed to 
be on the level of the technically doable 
and ahead of its time – is undergoing 
a continuous evolutionary process. 
Particularly when it is controlling complex 
visualization systems and, like at eyevis, 
the requirements are set high.

EYECON – HOW IT ALL STARTED
 
Exactly ten years ago eyevis came up with 
the idea to develop software that would 
be able to control large scale video walls and 
have a simple interface for the connection 
and management of contents. Mark Schmidt, 
head of eyevis’ IT development department, 
remembers the first eyecon version being 
equipped very spartanly in terms of features, 
but serving its purpose at that time. Over the 
years the software was continuously devel-
oped further and due to numerous projects 
and customer wishes was equipped with 
more and more features. The third version of 
the software already quickly became the mar-
ket leader in terms of image management. 
When the V4 version was introduced in 2009, 
eyevis had been able to proof once again, 
how experience of many years and the know-
how gained in numerous projects had further 
improved the product eyecon. 

But also the flexibility and the willingness 
to implement new features according to 
customer wishes made the software what it 
is today. With pride the fifth generation of 
eyecon is now presented after the first beta 
versions had already been presented early 
this year. 



Improved Control and Management
The actual working and the configuration 
have been improved considerably as well. 
In addition, several new features were added. 
For example: the control and selection of 
sources were complemented with Multi-
Selection-Options. A new Scheduler was inte-
grated which provides even more features to 
automatize cyclic switches between sources, 
for example. Furthermore sequences and 
macros can now be programmed individually.
 

Revised Management
The management of group policies and user 
rights has been improved considerably in 
comparison to version V4. The rights are now 
defined for groups which allows for an even 
faster configuration of user rights. Authori-
zations, hierarchies or areas on the large scale 
video wall can be defined individually for 
each user and group adjustments are clearly 
represented in the new setup program.

 
Layout Manager
A new feature of eyecon V5 is the Layout 
Manager. In this feature, displays or areas of 
a large scale video wall can be divided in pre-
defined aspects. A feature that is very useful 
for the display of many simultaneously 
depicted signals in one area and make the 
handling much easier. The user in this way has 
an ergonomic choice and more possibilities 
for the exchange of sources and can work 
even more systematically when many sources 
are connected. This is the case when, for 
example, many cameras need to be edited, 
interchanged or displayed at the same time.
 

MetaWalls
With MetaWalls eyecon V5 comes up with a 
completely new and unique feature that takes 
possibilities of large scale video systems to 
a so far unknown level. For, through the new 
MetaWall technology, smaller to mid-sized 
display walls can be connected to a large sys-
tem. The user sees a single large scale video 
system in his user interface, no matter how 
extensive the whole system is. In this way 
unlimited large scale video walls with
 hundreds of simultaneously connected 
sources can be realized. Sources can be posi-
tioned freely – even beyond the physical 
laws of each controller! Thus MetaWalls can 
on one hand be used to increase the perfor-
mance of a system and on the other hand 
when large scale video walls that go beyond 
the limits of a single NPX controller, are 
necessary. 

The MetaWalls technology also works if there 
is a disproportionally high demand for inputs 
in a system.

MultiMouse
Another new feature is MultiMouse. Every 
user of a PC knows that, due to the operating 
system, only one mouse can be used per 
computer. Several mice can be connected to 
the system but it quickly comes to a “fight” 
over the single cursor – a limitation of current 
operation systems that is bypassed by eyecon 
V5 and its MultiMouse feature for large scale 
video systems. With the eyeMultiMouse 
option each user in a network can individually 
control the system with their own mouse 
and keyboard. Hereby it is possible to assign 
freely definable wall and control areas for 
each user. The cursors are assigned individually 
marked with colors – usernames can 
optionally be added. 

The advantages of this feature are impressive: 
several users, instead of only one, can work 
on a large scale video wall. In emergency situ-
ations, applications can even be adjusted 
together. But also participants of video 
conferences can now work on applications 
and presentations together without limita-
tions. It is even possible to compose texts 
together – with the own keyboard and 
without leaving the workstation. For Multi-
Mouse is also a MultiKeyboard!
 

ControlRoomView
One of the most interesting new eyecon V5 
features, according to experts, is the Control-
RoomView which is able to display individual 
views of rooms, buildings and locations. 
All installed displays and large scale video 
systems can be visually displayed and worked 
on together. The user through the simplified 
aspect has an even better overview of the 
whole system and is able to connect presets 
and sources even faster. So far no other large 
scale video management software is able 
to provide this feature.
 

What else is new?
In detail, many new options and features were 
added or improved. The eyecon-Capture-
Module for example has been given a turbo 
and works even faster when transmitting 
desktop contents. The configuration of the 
wall server which is in charge of the sources 
for the NPX4800, has been improved. Now, 
all adjustments can be made from any work-
station. 

The Preset Configuration and Control was 
revised as well. Presets are now globally avail-
able for all systems. A preset for a wall can, 
for example, be created for one wall but then 
be used for another wall. Of course the 
Preset-Configuration also works optionally 
with the offline feature. Also new: the com-
plete integration of the eStreamer – eS100 
for example – and the hardware KVM solution 
IP-Remote by WEY Technologies. 

All the features of previous versions are 
still part of the new software that, despite the 
cutting-edge novelties, still stands at the 
beginning of its development. The roadmap 
for 2013 promises additional amazing and 
unique features that will be introduced in the 
next eyevision issues.

OVERVIEW OF DIFFERENCES 
OF EYECON V4 AND V5

)   New Design for eyeControl and eyeSetup

)   Improvements for Control and 

Management

)   MultiView and MultiTab

)   ControlRoomDesign

)   New Service Management

)   Faster Capture Depiction

)   Revised Group Management

)   Layout Manager

)   New Scheduler

)   New Global Preset Management

)   MetaWalls

)   MultiMouse

)   Improved Preview of Sources  

and Display Walls

)   eyevis Streamer e S100 and WEY  

IP-Remote Support

)   Control of Audio Sources

V4 vs. V5
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FULL HD

EDGE-LED BACKLIGHT

WEATHERPROOF

OUTDOOR USE

eyeLCD-4600-LE-WP
eyeLCD-5500-LE-WP

Weatherproof eyevis LCD Series
with Edge-LED Backlight

) eyeLCD-4600-LE-WP ) eyeLCD-5500-LE-WP

Brightness 600 cd/m2

Contrast Ratio 3000 : 1 4000 : 1

Viewing Angel H: 178° / V: 178°

Response Time 10 ms (GTG)

Supported Colors 1.07 G Colors

Display Resolution 1920 × 1080 px (16 : 1)

Display Frame Rate 120 Hz

Portrait/Landscape Portrait and Landscape Compatible

Frequency (horiz./vert.) 23 ~ 92 KHz/49 ~ 86 KHz (Analog)
15 ~ 94 KHz/23 ~ 85 KHz (Digital)

Imput Resolution 1920 × 1080 @ 60 Hz (Analog/Digital)

Connector 1× DisplayPort/2× HDMI 1.3c/1× VGA/
1× DVI/1× Component/1× S-Video/1× AV

Audio Out Line Out

Communication Port RS232C In

Dimesnions W×H×D
(without stand)

1104,5 × 659,3 ×
120 mm

1295,8 × 767,5 ×
120 mm

Weight 41 kg 50 kg

Wall/Arm Mount Type 400 × 200 mm VESA

OSD Control RS232C, IR Remote Controller

OSD Languages English, Chinese

Multimedia Function PIP, PBP (side by side) , Zoom

Source Auto Detect Func. Yes

Power Supply AC 100 V ~ 240 V (50/60 Hz)

Normal Operation ≤ 255 W (typ.)

Power Off ≤ 1 W (typ.)

Internal Speakers 4 Ω/10 W×2

Waterproof IP56 rated

Operating Temperature -20°C ~ +45°C

Storage Temperature -30°C ~+60°C

Options Metal Stands, Wallmounts

) TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

eyevis’ new 46" and 55" Full-HD Edge-LED LCD Monitors 
for Outdoor Applications

With the new EYE-LCD-4600-LE-WP and EYE-LCD-5500-LE-
WP eyevis presents two professional, ruggedized IP56 rated 
LCD monitors for installations in demanding environments. 
The devices are protected against dust and water entering 
the housing and can be operated in wide tempreature 
range. At the same time the displays provide bright and crisp 
images thanks to a special bonding treatment of the 
protective surface.
With their integrated speakers, the displays are the ideal 
solution for the presentation of images and sound in dusty 
and humid environments like industrial areas, passenger 
hubs, or even leisure centres and water parks.

Displayadvantages

)  Weatherproof IP56 Rating
)  Slim, High Brightness Edge-Lit LED LCD Monitor 

Full-HD 1080p (1920 × 1080 px) and 600 nits
)  Wide Compatibility: Extensively tested with a broad variety 

of analog/digital PC and video modes
)  IRFM™ technology helps prevent image retention
)  Heat-Dissipating Aluminum Housing
)  Wide Temperature Range from -20°C to +45°C
)  D-LaB Liquid Glass Bonding with DuPont Vertak 

Technology: 4 mm tempered glass; Anti-reflection, anti-IR 
coatings; Vandal resistant

)  DACS Cooling and Filtration System with Lifetime 
ruggedized membrane filter

)  Integrated Waterproof Speakers
)  Enhanced Connectivity: DisplayPort, HDMI, DVI, VGA, 

Video, Audio; RS-232 control interface
)  Landscape and Portrait Compatible



Real 
     Eye-Catchers

CREATIVE GAMES  
eyevis squareTILES – 

the small screens 
with huge possibilities

SHEER STUFF
The transparent 

eyevis LCD monitors

n Small, simple and applicable without 
limits in creativity – those are character-
istics of the eyevis squareTILES. This 
latest development of eyevis’ engineers, 
due to its dimensions and underlying 
technology, is predestined for diverse 
applications in the areas of promotion 
and digital signage.

The squareTILES are quadratic 21.6" LC-
Displays with a ratio of 1 : 1. Compared to 
typical, current 16 : 9 screens they seem 
exotic due to that fact alone. Exactly that 
constitutes their strength, for they inevitably 
draw attention. Even more so, when they 
are arranged in an original and unusual way. 
The development of the squareTILES was 
inspired by the predominant dimensions of 

tiles in the USA and the creative arrange-
ments they make possible. The eyevis 
squareTILES are, due to their “Ultra-Super 
Narrow-Bezel-Designs”, suitable for almost 
bezel-free applications with smallest gaps 
between the single monitor mountings. 

Modularly applicable, they allow for the 
realization of video walls or installations in 
closed or other kinds of arrangements. 
In this way single squareTILES can for exam-
ple be arranged angular, offset or over 
corners – the integrated scaler and matrix 
function and the also built in image pro-
cessing electronics allow for those kinds of 
arrangements, since the image can in this 
way be adjusted to any position. 

When you are looking for a possibility to 
make your presentation stand out, have 
a look at the eyevis squareTILES.

n Exhibits and Information presented 
impressively – the brand new eyevis 

transparent LCDs draw attention. 
Their development is based on a 
simple, but decisive question: 
What if product information or 
advertising could be presented 

directly with and complementary 
to the product itself?

The transparent monitors offer exactly 
this possibility. The revolutionary thing 

about this completely new type of screen 
is its transparency. It turns the screen into 
an ideal infotainment medium for appli-
cations in shop windows, at points of sale, 
in showcases, at exhibition booths and in 
many other areas. For with those monitors 
and their short reaction time, displayed 
information, pictures presentations, films 
and graphics can be combined with 

a real object in the background in a unique 
way. Further application areas are show-
rooms, sales and information areas as well 
as fairs and events. But also the integration 
into touch tables or as an integrated 
component of interiors – for example as 
installation in doors – is possible. 

The transparent screens need external 
background lighting that can for example 
be integrated into showcases. Those 
who have seen these monitors in action, 
know the amazing effect they have on 
the spectator.
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EYEVIS INTERNATIONAL

Broadcasters among themselves
The IBC 2012 in Amsterdam

n The first International Broadcasting 
Conference took place 1967 in Swinging 
London and featured only 32 exhibitors 
and 500 conference participants. During 
the last 40 years the IBC became one 
of the most influential events for broad-
casting, film and TV – especially in the 
area of Digital Cinema.

The fair has already established itself as an 
annual event in 1994 and has taken place in 
the Netherlands from that moment on. 
September 7th through 11th, 2012 every day 
from 9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. visitors were able 
to catch up on the latest developments and 
product innovations of the field at the RAI 
Convention Center in Amsterdam. 

Among the 1300 exhibitors eyevis was 
represented at booth 9 B27 and presented a 
top-shelf product range. Special eye-catcher 
was the omniSHAPE platform that made a 
great appearance with high resolution 
image quality and interactive images. The 
diverse application possibilities of the 
omniSHAPES were impressively underscored 
by a “swinging” video wall in the full sense 
of the word. 

Not only the razor-sharp resolution of the 
eyevis screens impressed the visitors, but 
also new, creative products like the square-
TILES that, due to their quadratic shape, 
allow for original and expressive presenta-
tions.

Additionally the Broadcast-Preview-Monitors 
in two different dimensions drew further 
attention. A 55"-LCD-Touch-Display and 1×2 
60" rear projection Cubes rounded off eye-
vis’ appearance

Especially through creative versatility of 
products and solutions eyevis impressed 
experts of the field.   

EXHIBITED PRODUCTS

)  1×2 EC 60-LHD-CP 

60"-DLP rear projection Cube with  

LED light source

)  4× EYE-LCD-2160 SquareTILES 

Quadratic 21.5"-LCD-Screen-Modules with very 

thin bezel Direct-LED-Backlight

)  1× EYE-LCD-5500-LE-TOUCH(AG)-32IR 

55"-HD-LCD-Screen with LED-Backlight and slim 

Design with 32 point Multi-Touch-Surface

)  1× EYE-LCD-4600-M-LE-BC 

46"-HD-LCD-Screen with LED-Backlight and 

modular Design with broadcast equipment

)  1× EYE-LCD-1700-HB-BC 

17"-LCD-Screen with high brightness level and 

shock-proof glass as well as housing for outdoor 

applications with broadcast equipment 

)  1× EYE-LCD-2100-HB-BC 

21"-HD-LCD-Screen with high brightness level 

and shock-proof glass as well as housing for out-

door applications with broadcast equipment

)  omniSHAPE Platform and Wall 

4×4 omniSHAPES as accessible platform,  

omniSHAPE wall with various wheel shapes  

and two HD signals

…and many more.



The Whole 
World of 

Safety and 
Fire Protection 

Technology
The Security 

2012 in Essen

n Like no other fair the Security stands 
for safety and fire protection technology 
on an international top level. It shapes 
the field as motor of innovation, meet-
ing point for experts and pivotal space 
for excellent business all over the globe.

In socially and politically highly dynamic 
times safety is a future market of enormous 
importance. Reliable system solutions for 
surveillance and control become more and 
more important and exactly for that matter 
eyevis provides the right systems with 
outstanding image quality and solid tech-
nology. 

The company was able to prove that once 
again at the 20th Security in Essen on 
September 25th through 28th. Taking place 
every two years, the fair provided the ideal 
possibility for visitors to catch up on the 
complex area of safety. 1100 exhibitors from 
40 different countries presented their inno-
vations. eyevis was present as co-exhibitor 
at two different booths: with Advancis in 
hall 1, booth 407 and with SeeTec in hall 2, 
booth 213. In the context of this coopera-
tion eyevis was able to present a whole 
system for the equipment of a prototypical 
control room in realistic situations, which 
aroused great interests among the visitors. 

Further eyevis equipment was presented 
at the booth of Funkwerk Plettac in hall 2, 
booth 523. 

All in all, the fair was well attended and 
eyevis had the possibility to deepen existing 
business connections and establish new 
contacts.

EXHIBITED PRODUCTS

)   2×2 EYE-LCD-4600-SN: 46"“-LCD-Monitor-

Module with very thin bezel

)    1× EYE-LCD-8000-LE: 80"-HD-LCD-Screen  

with LED-Backlight and slim Design

)    3×2 EC-60-LHD-CP: 60"-DLP rear projection 

cube with LED light source

)    2×2 EYE-LCD-4600-M-USN-LD: 46"-HD- 

LCD-Monitor-Module with extra narrow bezel 

and Direct-LED-Backlight

)    2×2 EYE-LCD-5500-M-USN-LD: 55"-HD- 

LCD-Monitor-Module with extra narrow bezel 

and Direct-LED-Backlight

)    1× EYE-LCD-8200-HDMI: 82"-HD-LCD-Screen 

…and many more.

Security first – eyevis 
showcased its products 
at two partner stands
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The Future 
of Mobility

The InnoTrans 
in Berlin 

n The InnoTrans in Berlin as leading fair 
for traffic engineering provides a plat-
form for national and international pro-
viders, but also for customers in the 
area of public and commercial transpor-
tation. Placing emphasis on rail traffic 
engineering the InnoTrans established 
itself as international meeting place 
for the sector. 

Over 2450 exhibitors from 47 countries 
presented their products and services at the 
Messe Berlin on September 18th through 
21st. Among the five fair segments of the 
9th InnoTrans were railway technology, 
railway infrastructure, tunnel construction, 
interiors and public transport. 

eyevis was represented in hall 2.1 at the 
61 m² booth 143 and especially presented 
whole solutions in the surveillance and 
safety technology sector. But creative solu-
tions were displayed as well and – above 
all – the great interests of the international 
expert audience.  

EYEVIS INTERNATIONAL

EXHIBITED PRODUCTS 

)   2×2 56" LWXT: 56"-DLP rear projection Cube 

with LED light source

)   1× EYE-LCD-4600-TP-CO: 46" Transparent LCD

)   2×2 EYE-LCD-4600-M-USN-LD 

46"-HD-LCD-Monitor-Module with extra narrow 

bezel and Direct-LED-Backlight 

)   1× EYE-LCD-6000-QHD-LD 

60"-QUAD-HD-LCD-Screen (3840 × 2160 px) and 

Direct-LED-Backlight 

)   3× squareTILES 

Quadratic 21.5"-LCD-Monitor-Modules with extra 

narrow bezel and Direct-LED-Backlight

)   omniSHAPE Aperture with 18 omniSHAPES



n “Digitale Cinematographie” has been 
a Europe-wide required event for people 
of the film and media sector for a couple 
of years now. For the 10th anniversary 
experts met July 5th through 6th, 2012 
at the Alte Kongresshalle at the There-
sienhöhe in Munich.

Visitors experienced a colorful and exciting 
program of exhibitions, workshops and 
screenings – presented spectacularly in the 
new auditorium. 

In the context of this very personal and 
communicative event the latest trends and 
developments around the topic of digital 
film were presented. 

eyevis seized the future oriented film and 
media event to introduce innovative 
products like the omniSHAPES and several 
LCDs with broadcast equipment. The 
“Digitale Cinematographie” with its frame-
work again provided a perfect platform 
to establish and deepen business relation-
ships in this for eyevis very interesting 
and important sector.

EXHIBITED PRODUCTS 

)   omniSHAPES

)   1× EYE-LCD-4600-M-LE-BC: 46"-HD-LCD-

Screen with LED-Backlight and modular design 

with broadcast equipment

)   1× EYE-LCD-1700-HB-BC: 17"-LCD-Screen  

with high brightness level and shock-proof glass 

as well as housing for outdoor applications with 

broadcast equipment 

)    1× EYE-LCD-2100-HB-BC: 21"-HD-LCD-Screen 

with high brightness level and shock-proof  

glass as well as housing for outdoor applications 

with broadcast equipment 

)   2× EYE-LCD-5500-M-USN-LD: 55"-HD-LCD-

Monitor-Module with extra thin bezel and 

Direct-LED-Backlight 

)   1× EYE-LCD-4600-LE: 46"-HD-LCD-Screen with 

LED-Backlight and slim design

AND

 ACTION!
10 Years of “Digitale 
Cinematographie”

MUNICH
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EYEVIS PROJECTS

Large Picture: Simulator at the DLR-
Institute in Braunschweig
Picture below: Simulator and Control 
Room at the University of Stuttgart



n Simulation systems impose their very 
own challenges on the technology of 
visual systems. The more realistic and 
practical the simulation is supposed to be, 
the more complex the construction and 
the required standards of visualization 
increase. For this reason eyevis techno-
logy is installed in two of the most sensa-
tional driving simulators worldwide. 

The DLR-Institute for traffic management 
and vehicle control at the research airport 
Braunschweig…

…recently acquired a new interactive 
driving simulator that with its performance 
and dimensions belongs to the largest 
and most powerful simulation systems of 

its kind worldwide. The unique version of 
the motion platform as inverted hexapod 
allows for completely new methods of 
movement simulation. The original visual 
system consisted of a seven channel rear 
projection with geometrical correction and 
crossfade. The applied UHP projectors were 
supposed to be exchanged with systems 
with higher resolution. After several tests 
with LED based projectors, DLR finally 
settled for a 14 channel solution with eyevis 
SXGA+ LED projectors (ESP-LXT+). In this 
way the system not only benefits from 
a considerably higher resolution, but also 
from many other advantages of LED 
projectors. 

Our partner domeprojection.com, who also 
carried out the installation, provided their 
camera based auto alignment solution 
that allows for a simple and fast installation 
and recalibration of the system. Since the 
visual system, due to the motion platform, is 
constantly exposed to high mechanical 
forces, the demand for stability of the pro-
jectors is high. The eyevis ESP series meets 
those requirements and represents the opti-
mal solution for demanding applications.

At the Institute for Combustion Engines 
and Automotive Engineering (IVK) at 
the University of Stuttgart and at the 
Research Institute for Automotive Engi-
neering and Aircraft Motors Stuttgart 
(FKFS)…

…a high-performance driving simulator 
was put into operation after a 3-year con-
struction time. The Stuttgart driving 
simulator, the biggest installation of its kind 
at a European research facility, allows for 
the exploration and development of intelli-
gent driving assistance systems for the 

reduction of fuel consumption and to opti-
mize the safety of electronic and hybrid 
vehicles, as well as vehicles with conventio-
nal engines. The simulator that through 
a mounted hexapod and 8-axis motion 
system has a 10 × 7 m motion range, 
belongs to the largest driving simulators 
in Europe. The spatial replication of the own 
and other vehicles are made possible by 
sound simulation systems. Vibration genera-
tors allow for the tactile perception of 
oscillations. Streets, landscapes, buildings 
and traffic participants are displayed in 
high resolution thanks to eyevis’ system 
solutions. 

Among other things 12 ESP-LWXT-0.6 pro-
jectors are applied which project a high-
resolution panorama picture. The stand-
alone projectors with WUXGA resolution 
allow for an operation in almost any 
position and guarantee the undisturbed 
application in very dark surroundings like 
for night vision simulations.  

The geometrical corrections of the pro-
jected images on the curved screens were 
realized with eyevis‘ openWARP2 warping 
unit and domeprojection‘s camera-based 
auto-calibration system.

Already during the planning phase of the 
project, eyevis and VISCON, the final system 
integrator, worked together closely in 
order to fulfil the high requirements of the 
project regarding image quality and system 
reliability at high dynamic stress.

FASCINATING EYEVIS TECHNOLOGY IN TWO TOP-CLASS DRIVING SIMULATORS

He’s simulating!
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EYEVIS PROJECTS

n Playful, interactive, flexible and always 
extendible with current contents – in 
that way the Orange Garden in Rüschlikon 
tells the history of the Migros. A history 
representing the history of consumerism 
and everyday life in Switzerland – made 
tangible in a completely different way 
by eyevis’ modern and interactive tech-
nology.

The Orange Garden, which is located 
directly next to the Park im Grüene in Rüsch-
likon (ZH), consists of a garden with ten 
experience and theme islands and a pavil-
lon with interactive installations. For the 
first time the history of the fascinating com-
pany Migros is made accessible for the 
public. Every day 10 a.m. through 6 p.m. 
Migros presents to the visitors the perma-
nent exhibition in a colorful, playful and 
very modern way. 

In the heart of the garden, in the pavillon, 
visitors can request exactly what they 
are interested in only with body movement 
and without any contact on a wall sized 
eyevis screen. Interaction – the next 
generation, so to speak. 

This installation consists of 20× eyevis 
EC-60-LHD-BB rear projection Cubes and 
was realized by our partner company 
Habegger AG. 

The application of the LCD screens is 
interesting as well. Several monitors are 
used to offer a virtual look out of the 
pavillon window. Here, signals of cameras 
which film the outside are displayed. 
Further monitors with touch option are 
used as interactive visitor information.

THE FOLLOWING COMPONENTS 
WERE INSTALLED:

)  20× EC-60-LHD-BB: 60"-DLP rear projection 

Cube with LED light source

)  4× EYE-LCD-4600-NB: 46"-HD LCD-Screen

)  3× EYE-LCD-4200-NB: 42"-HD LCD-Screen

)  3× EYE-LCD-5200W: 52"-HDTV LCD-Screen 

Module

 – Look at that! 
                 Experiencing the history of the Migros 
       interactively with eyevis

The Orange Garden makes 
the diverse history of the Migros 
tangible



Close to the Action!Close to the Action!Close to the Action!
       eyevis Displays at the Hockenheimring

n Most racing fans know the Hocken-
heimring and its unique atmosphere. And 
who had the opportunity of enjoying 
the great view from the Red Bull Skybox 
does not forget it any more.

Already for the second time the people 
responsible for the equipment of the Sky-
box again relied on the proven technology 
of eyevis in this year’s Formula One season. 
On alltogether 8 LCDs of the type EYE-
LCD-5500-LHD/LE the numerous guests 
were able to experience the events of the 
whole racing weekend very closely and 
in Full-HD-Quality on June 20th through 
22nd, 2012.

From the Red Bull Skybox at the top level 
of the southern grandstand of the Hocken-
heimring, the Red Bull VIP guests could 
not get enough of the spectacular view 
over the entire race track and especially on 
the Motodrom that through the stadium 
like atmosphere is one-of-a-kind in the For-
mula One circus

On Saturday the Red Bull Crew Chief 
Christian Horner personally came by the 
Skybox and answered the numerous ques-
tions of the host in an interesting interview. 

From Red Bull’s point of view the race, after 
a very good qualifying in which Sebastian 
Vettel finished second and Mark Webber 
finished third, the race ended in a disap-
pointment. After an exciting final spurt of 
Sebastian Vettel, who was able to fight 
his way back to the second spot two rounds 
before the end of the race, the Red Bull 
world still looked good. However, the FIA 
stewards imposed a 20-second-penalty 
on Vettel after the race and he had to put 
up with a disappointing fifth place. Mark 
Webber, after his victory in the race before, 
only finished eighth. 

The entire eyevis team is proud that they 
had been able to support the Red Bull 
Racing Team in 2012 once again.

Below: View on the Motodrom 
from the Red Bull Skybox

On the right: Christian Homer (left) – 
Red Bull Racing Team Crew Chief

Below: Mark Webber – Red Bull Racing 
Formula One Team
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EYEVIS INTERNATIONAL – VIP

Fashion 
influenced by 
the Bull
eyevis at Lamborghini 
in Berlin



tain touch of Italian lightness awakened 
pleasant anticipation of the cool fall in this 
tropic hot summer night. 

The fashion show was supported by a 
top-class eyevis monitor system. An espe-
cially designed set by the company Traxas 
made the video wall interactive. Thus the 
models were able to interact with the wall 
directly and fascinate the expert audience 
with spectacular colors and effects. 
Another highlight of the evening was the 
Original David Guetta Laser-Robot-Show. 
Here as well the classiness and color bril-
liance of the eyevis monitor wall provided 
a captivating visual appearance. 

After the fashion show the guests them-
selves were able to interact with the wall, 
for Traxas programmed a wipe away logo, 
a simulated walk through a wind tunnel 
and much more. In addition to this revolu-
tionary tool the guests almost forgot 
about the presentation of the latest Lam-
borghini highlight: The Aventador LP700-4. 

Of course there were many famous faces 
among the guests, like Micaela Schäfer, 
Henry de Winter, Matthias Maus, “The 
perfect Model”-winner Anika Scheibe, 
Lady Princess of Benin, Designer Julian 
F. M. Stoeckel, the playmate twins 
Anna and Lisa Heyse and moderator 
Sebastian Deyle. 

The fashion week was a real highlight 
for eyevis. We are glad that the executives 
of the show relied on the know-how 
and the quality of eyevis – simply the 
best for the best. 

Impressive images on and in front 
of the eyevis video wall 

n On July 6th Jan Christoph Wagner of 
JCW Marketing & Events invited guests 
to the Lamborghini Fashion Night in 
the new Lamborghini Experience Center. 
The Luxury Fashion Store, located in 
the heart of Berlin awakens enthusiasm 
for the distinctive top sports cars with 
fans of the brand with the bull and fanci-
ers of exclusive Italian fashion. 

In the context of the Berlin Fashion Week 
models of the Unique Personalities Agen-
cy presented exclusive luxury fashion of 
the Collezione Automobili Lamborghini. 
The glamorous streetwear with the cer-
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EYEVIS ON ITS OWN BEHALF – EYEVIS PEOPLE

n IT specialists in the field of study appli-
cation development, that Roman Götz 
chose to do, design and realize individual 
software solutions and projects according 
to each customer’s requirements. There-
fore they analyze and plan IT systems and 
train the users.

IT specialists in application development 
operate in almost every economic area, but 
primarily in the IT sector. They also work 
for companies that create or adjust software 
for their own business processes. IT specialist 
is a recognized occupation that requires 
training according to the Berufsbildungsge-
setz (BBiG). The countrywide consistently 
regulated three year apprenticeship is offered 
by companies in the IT sector or in IT depart-
ments of companies. IT specialists are able 
to choose between the fields of study appli-
cation development and system integration. 

In the following interview Roman Götz 
answers questions of the eyevision editors 
about his apprenticeship.

Were you able to transfer the technical 
knowledge you learned in school to the 
work in the company?
Yes, very much so. I was even able to deepen 
my technical understanding and in this 
way gain an advantage in terms of subject 
material. Many basics are taught in school 
which are very important for everyday life in 
the company and there are many situations 
in which I can transfer theory into practice.

Is it hard for you to balance school and 
work life?
Not at all. I am able to gain so much practical 
experience during work and this experience 
helps me to deal with the subject material 
in school. If there are questions or problems 
I can always go to my colleagues that are 
happy to take the time to help me. In this way 
I was able to finish my first year of apprentice-
ship with very good grades which was 
recognized by eyevis with a commendation 
and a small bonus.

What do you like the most about your 
apprenticeship?
Through the good familiarization phase in 
the different departments I was able to gain 
much knowledge which I am now able to 
put into practice in my own projects. I espe-
cially like that, starting with the planning, 
through the implementation, right up to the 
completion I am able to work on my own 
authority.

What is the interaction with other 
apprentices like?
Team spirit among apprentices is emphasized 
here at eyevis since we need to function as a 
team in order to deal with different tasks. 
There is an apprentice meeting once a month 
where every important thing coming up is 
discussed and tasks are assigned. In work life 
each apprentice has a certain duty like 
restocking the vending machines or ordering 
refreshments for fairs. Besides we always 
support and help each other when there 
are problems.

An apprentice reports  
Roman Götz talks about his 
apprenticeship as an IT specialist 
application development

Apprentice Roman Götz 
(on the right) with his instructor 
Mark Schmidt



Awarded

PE
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RMANCE IS WORTHWHILE

EYE V I S  A P P R E N T I C ES

Awarded

n Every apprentice knows: Learning 
years are no earning years. But 
effort and diligence are worthwhile. 
On one hand because a good appren-
ticeship increases the chances in 
the employment market later, on the 
other hand very specifically and 
instantly. For the eyevis GmbH awards 
very good and good achievements in 
school and in the company with 
bonuses.

And our apprentices can not only be 
glad about the bonuses, the chances 
to be hired after the apprenticeship 
increase with good achievements! The 
eyevis bonus system is structured in 
two steps:

Bonus Level 1
For bonus level 1 the average grade at 
the end of the school year has to be 
2.1 or lower and the evaluation sheets of 
the past sections of the apprenticeship 
have to contain exceptionally very good 
evaluations. Eyevis awards this achieve-
ment with 100 Euros.

Bonus Level 2
Bonus Level 2 says: The average grade 
at the end of the school year is 2.6 and 
below and the evaluation sheets of 
the past sections of the apprenticeship 
consistently contain good evaluations. 
This is awarded with a bonus of 50 Euro.

The bonuses are given to the apprentices 
who met the requirements by the end 
of each year. The bonuses consist of a 
small choice of bookstore and gas station 
gift cards. 

The clever ones take more effort in order 
to receive a bonus!

Our awarded apprentices from 
left to right: Angela Moreira Pereira, 
Roman Götz, Dennis Büchler and 
Tillmann Lorch. 
Missing in the picture: Janine Jost

A strong team – our apprentices 
with their instructors Mark Schmidt 
(2nd from the left), Lars Roller 
(2nd from the right) and Sabrina 
Raschke (on the right)
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n Successful companies sell a lot. Und 
who sells a lot has to produce much. And 
since this takes up so much room, eyevis 
GmbH grows further – for a start by a new 
production hall only 600 meters away 
from the headquarters in Reutlingen.

In May of this year the new hall in the 
Business Park Achalm was inaugurated and 
put into operation. On overall 3000 m² 
the new space for the production of LCD 
monitors and omniSHAPES spreads out. 
The expansion had become necessary, 
for the production capacity in the head-
quarters was completely used up. 

Through its generous dimensions the new 
production hall does not only improve 
the work atmosphere but also the perfor-
mance. Moreover the hall comes with 
storage space and shipping and receiving 
areas. These conditions allow for the 
optimation of production processes, so 
that orders can be realized faster and more 
flexible. Of course in the usual eyevis quality 
– made in Germany. 

SUCCESS 
NEEDS 
ROOMThe new 

eyevis Production Hall
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DIRECTION Future
                  eyevis at the Innovation Days 
      of the IHK Reutlingen

n The Innovation Days of the 
Reutlingen Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry focused on future 
topics around electronics. From LED 
and virtual power stations through 
electromobility and solar collectors 
up to eye implants and electrophy-
siology, exciting and trendsetting 
things were presented. All parti-
cipants had the opportunity to con-
tribute short presentations so that 
approximately 40 presentations 
were held. One thereof was held by 
Max Winck of the eyevis marketing 
department.

eyevis gladly accepted the invitation of 
the Network Research & Development 
of the Reutlingen Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry, since the Innova-
tion Days represented a whole series of 
high-level events in different high-tech 
companies in the region. Fitting the 
motto of electronics, the participants 
who came by e-bike were able to 
charge their batteries at every event 
location. 

Clearly – such an event series could 
not take place without a contribution of 
eyevis. In the premises of JDSU Deutsch-
land GmbH, a supplier of measurement 
technology, systems and services for 
broad band communication, Max Winck 
presented the eyevis Corporation in the 
framework of a dialogic presentation. 
In addition to the general philosophy of 
eyevis as an international supplier of 
systems and solutions for perfect visual-
ization systems the presentation focused 
on eyevis’ developments in the areas 
of high-definition LCDs and projection 
systems. 

The numerous listeners from the sectors 
of industry, commerce and research 
were impressed by the innovative pro-
ducts, eyevis develops, produces and 
ships to places all over the world at the 
Reutlingen company site. 

After the presentation accompanied by 
impressive images and graphics further 
details were clarified and interesting 
conver-sations were had in the question 

and answer part and the following 
“networking”. There, contact to Tricon 
GmbH, a design office for railway 
vehicles, airplanes and product design, 
was made, with which a cooperation 
for our fair appearances at the InnoTrans 
Berlin was established.  

Working on innovation and 
progress for the future together
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n eyevis India was founded in August 
2009 with the goal of offering the best 
solutions for representative installations. 
Since then there is no way around eyevis’ 
perfect visualization solutions in all 
of India, when it comes to highest image 
quality and reliable operation safety.

In the third year of its existence the team of 
eyevis India is after all proud of best product 
quality in all of the country that is proven 
year after year. For the business year 2012/13 
an extension and development of the mar-
ket in the AV sector, for which great chances 
are assumed with the help of eyevis’ new 
highly functional solutions. 

The Subsidiary

New Delhi, the capital of India and location 
of the Indian government, the parliament 
and the supreme courts of the country is 
the location of eyevis India. The subsidiary is 
equipped optimally and is able to present 
demo installations for each area.

Das Team

All in all the Team of eyevis India consists 
of nine experts with best competencies in 
their respective field, which are able to 
provide the best system solutions possible 
in the smallest frame of realization possible.

) A. Singh – Director
) Madhulika Rai – Director
)  Monika Rai – General Manager  

Operations, SAARC
)  Atul Rai – Manager Marketing  

and Sales, SAARC
) Dheeraj Guha – Project Head IT, SAARC
) Alok Rai – Project Head Display, SAARC
)  Narendra Kumar Rai – Manager Business 

Solution, SAARC
) Sachin Nadar – IT Support Manager
) Samrin Ishque Shaikh – Hospitality

EYEVIS ON ITS OWN BEHALF – EYEVIS SUBSIDIARIES

eyevis India
A team with 
outstanding 

players

NEW 
DELHI

PROJECTS, REALIZED 
BY EYEVIS INDIA   

)  National Aerospace Laboratories, Bangalore

)  Indian Oil Corporation Ltd., Panipat Refinery  

)  Bharat Oman Refineries Ltd. (Bhopal, Bina)

)  Jaypee’s Karcham Wangtoo Hydro Project 

)  Sorang Hydro Project

)  Mumbai Mono Rail

)  Jaypee’s Baspa Hydro Project

)  Adani Mundra Port

)  Bhushan Energy

)  Hindalco

)  Services Selection Board,  

Armed Forces of India

) Advance Tec

)  Reserve Bank of India

One of New-Delhi’s landmarks – 
the Humayun-Mausoleum



n On July 30th, 2012 eyevis Asia officially 
opened the doors of their new premises. 
The subsidiary is situated strategically 
well in Surian Industrial Park on the edge 
of Kota Damansara in the Malayan state 
Selangor. A location that provides many 
advantages.

In this way eyevis Asia took advantage of 
the direct accessibility of the big connec-
tion roads to Kuala Lumpur and other 
centers of the country. Additional advan-
tage: the planned LRT rail line will pass 
the premises directly as well. The whole 
area of the new subsidiary covers 186 m², 
the rooms themselves provide 120 m² 
useful space. For this reasons eyevis had 
enough room on one hand and an 
optimal connection for the developments 
and challenges of the years to come.

From Modest Beginnings… 
What started off as a small subsidiary in an 
office complex in the center of Kelena, 
quickly turned into a primary cornerstone 
for eyevis in the asian-pacific area. eyevis 
Asia was founded in 2005 as a representa-
tive for products and solutions of the 
Reutlingen company.

…to Today’s Greatness
But soon a continuous and profitable 
growth was noted that has kept going until 
this very day. The consequences: new and 
bigger premises were needed in order 
to keep up with the development. The new 
premises include a well equipped show-
room, a training area and different, gener-
ously designed meeting rooms. Further-
more a convenient lounge area is available 
for employees and visitors.

Many thanks go to the customers that relied 
on eyevis Asia and hopefully continue doing 
so. Everybody – if customer or not (yet), is 
welcome to take a look at the new premises 
personally. 

The eyevis Asia team is glad about every 
visitor and his or her questions. Since 
the founding eyevis Asia played an impor-
tant role in the distribution of large visual-
ization systems in all of the region and 
through the competitive advantages of 
eyevis’ products and services, many ambi-
tious projects were realized. 

Bigger, Prettier, Better
eyevis Asia 
at new premises 

HERE IS A SMALL SELECTION 
OF PROJECTS THAT MAKE 
US PROUD:

)  Philippines – Energy: 10× eyevis  

rear projection Cubes

)  Thailand – Telecommunication: 10× eyevis 

rear projection Cubes

)  Malaysia – Banking and Broadcasting:  

11× eyevis rear projection Cubes

)  Brunei – Catastrophe-Management:  

9× eyevis rear projection Cubes

)  Singapore – Supply and Traffic Surveillance: 

110× eyevis rear projection Cubes

)  Malaysia – Energy, Broadcasting and 

Surveillance: 19× eyevis LCD

)  Singapore – Supply: 4× eyevis LCD

KOTA
DAMANSARA

M A L A Y S I A
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Simply rectangular was yesterday, long live the variety of shapes!  
Learn more on www.omnishapes.com

The small displays with great possibilities

”A rearprojection display with excellent image quality  
in various shapes for ambitious, creative applications  
makes it all happen.“

Screen optionS

LeD proJec tion

MoDULAr eXpAnDABLe

optionAL WitH toUcH-SYSteM

EYEVIS ON ITS OWN BEHALF

THE FRUITS 
OF REVOLUTION

n The British AV Magazine – one of the 
most important specialist magazines 
in the audio-video sector – every year 
award their highly desired AV-Awards in 
21 product categories. Especially in 
Great Britain they count as the most 
important awards of the sector. Good to 
know, eyevis was among the winners.

The expert jury this year selected the trend-
setting eyevis omniSHAPES as best screen 
product of the year. In the framework of a 
gala, the prizes in all categories were awarded 
on October 12th in the Hilton Park Lane 
Hotel in London. Altogether over 700 repre-
sentatives of the AV sector attended the 
award ceremony that was hosted by chief edi-
tor Clive Couldwell and comedian Russell 

Kane. In view of the vast number of applica-
tions even the nomination was a great honor. 

That the prize was even won in the end, 
shows the wide appeal those small and flexi-
ble displays with large possibilities have 
to the field. The prize was accepted by Peter 
Mytton-Bayley of eyevis Great Britain who 
in addition became one of the highlights of 
the night by wearing a Scottish kilt. At the 
following party numerous interesting conver-
sations with representatives of the British AV 
sector arose that comfirmed the good reputa-
tion of eyevis in Great Britain.

The revolutionary, 
innovative eyevis 

omniSHAPES win the 
Flat Screen Product 

of the Year Award
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)   Statoil Karstö 
Sweden, Karstö // Energy 
10× 60" DLP-CUBES (EC-60-LHD-CP)

)   Lithuanian Gas 
Lithuania, Vilnius // Energy 
4× 56" DLP-CUBES (EC-56-LWXT-CP) 
1× NPX-4804-V8-D2 
1× eyecon V4 Basic

)   NHK, Master Control Room 
Japan, Tokyo // Energy Control Room 
6× 60" DLP-CUBES (EC-60-LHD-CP)

)   Electric Distributor  
of South Khorasan 
Iran, Bojnoord // Energy 
6× 67" DLP-CUBES (EC-67-LHD-CP) 
1× NPX-4808R-V16-D4-IP8-G1.0 
1× eyecon V4 Basic

)   Trianel KW 
Germany, Lünen // Control Room 
6× 56" DLP-CUBES (EC-56-LWXT-CP)

)   ASF Tarare 
France, Lyon // Traffic 
6× 60" DLP-CUBES (EC-60-LHD-CP) 
11× 46" LC-Displays  
       (EYE-LCD-4600-M-LE)  
1× NPX-4808L-V8 
3× NPX-4824-V72-D18 
6× eyecon V4 Premium

)   BASPA Hydro Project  
India // Control Room 
6× 50" DLP-CUBES (EC-50-LSXT+-CP)

)   Tyco, Marine Coastal Express 
Highway MCE 
Malaysia, Singapore // Traffic 
22× 50" DLP-CUBES (EC-50-LSXT+-CP)

)   Hessenwasser 
Germany, Gross-Gerau // Control Room 
7× 70" DLP-CUBES (EC-70-LWXT-CP) 
1× NPX-4808R-D6-IP16-G1.0 
1× eyecon V4 Basic

)   Traffic Control Room 
Iran, Esfahan // Control Room 
12× 70" DLP-CUBES (EC-70-LSXT+-CP)  
1× NPX-4812R-V8-D2-IP40-G1.0 
1× eyecon V4 Lite

)   OKG AB 
Sweden, Oskarshamn // Presentation 
4× 50" DLP-CUBES (EC-50-LXT-CP)

)   Universal Orlando 
USA, Orlando // Presentation 
9× 55" LC-Displays (EYE-LCD-5500- 
     M-USN-LD) with LED-Backlight 
9× eyecon V4 Premium

)   Ecopetrol 
Columbia, Bogotá // Energy 
7× 46" LC-Displays (EYE-LCD-4600- 
     M-USN-LD) with LED-Backlight 
1× NPX-4808L-R-D2-G1.0 
1× eyecon V4 Basic

)   Museum 
Belarus, Minsk // Presentation 
4× 46" LC-Displays (EYE-LCD-4600- 
     M-USN-LD) with LED-Backlight

)   Policia Local Valencia fase 1 
Spain, Valencia // Security 
24× 46" LC-Displays (EYE-LCD-4600- 
       M-USN-LD) with LED-Backlight 
1× NPX-4824-V8-D2 
1× eyecon V4 Basic

)   Melat Bank LOM 
Iran, Tehran // Presentation 
6× 46" LC-Displays (EYE-LCD-4600- 
     M-USN-LD) with LED-Backlight 
1× NPX-4808R-V8-D6-IP8-G1.0 
1× eyecon V4 Basic

)   ACS Airport 
Switzerland, Geneva // Control Room 
12× 46" LC-Displays (EYE-LCD-4600- 
       M-USN-LD) with LED-Backlight 
1× NPX-4812R-D2-IP48-G1.0 
1× eyecon V4 Premium

)   Firedepartment Aachen 
Germany, Aachen // Control Center 
9× 55" LC-Displays (EYE-LCD-5500- 
     M-USN-LD) with LED-Backlight 
1× NPX-4816R-D4-IP8-G1.0 
1× eyecon V4 Basic

)   Eco-City Phase 2 
China, TianJin // Security 
16× 55" LC-Displays (EYE-LCD-5500- 
      M-USN-LD) with LED-Backlight

)   Tejarat Bank NOC 
Iran, Tehran // Presentation 
6× 46" LC-Displays (EYE-LCD-4600-SN-V2)

)   GE Saudi Arabia, QPP-BLK6 
Saudi Arabia // Energy 
3× 65" LC-Displays (EYE-LCD-6500)

)   Minsk Metro 
Belarus, Minsk // Control Room 
13× 42" LC-Displays  
       (EYE-LCD-4200-NB-V2-LAND)

)   Durante SPA für ENI 
Italy, Cormano // Energy 
10× 55" LC-Displays (EYE-LCD-5500- 
       M-USN-LD) with LED-Backlight 
1× NPX-4808-D8 and NPX-4808-D10 
1× eyecon V4 Lite and eyecon V4 Basic

)   International SOS 
France, Levallois-Perret // Security 
6× 55" LC-Displays (EYE-LCD-5500- 
      M-USN-LD) with LED-Backlight 
1× NPX-4808L-R-V8-D4-G1.0 
1× eyecon V4 Premium 
1× 55" LC-Displays (EYE-LCD-5500- 
     LHD-TOUCH-4OIR)
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) CONTACT

IN THE NEXT MONTHS WE ARE REPRESENTED AT THE FOLLOWING EXHIBITIONS:

For further information on our products you can download our latest brochures at www.eyevis.com
You can also watch our product videos there.

Visit our exhibition booth and get to know more about our array of
products. The eyevis employees on-site inform you about the possibili-
ties that eyevis offers you. Additionally you can have a look at our  
exhibits and to assure yourself of the high image quality. If you want 

to arrange an appointment to get individual information on our 
exhibition stand at a specific time, just let us know in advance. 
Send your preferred date at marketing@eyevis.de or call us at 
+49 (0)7121 43303-0.

) Digital Signage World Madrid (VISCOM), 17. – 19.10.2012

) Sicurezza Milan, 7. – 9.11.2012

) PMR Expo Cologne, 27. – 29.11.2012

) Intersec Dubai, 15. – 17.01.2013

) ISE Amsterdam, 29. – 31.01.2013 

October
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eyevis GmbH
Hundsschleestraße 23
72766 Reutlingen
Germany

Tel.: +49 (0) 7121 43303-0 
Fax: +49 (0) 7121 43303-22 
Web: www.eyevis.com 
E-Mail: info@eyevis.de

Participation at the Corporate Soccer Tournament 2012 with two eyevis teams of which one even finished 3rd.


